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Josh Rosen

From: JTenenbaum <jerald.tenenbaum@gmailcom>
Sent-

Thursday, March 29, 2012 1:50 PM

To: Kloth, Charles

Cc: Josh Rosen; Famum, Chris

Subject: Re: Seating at Dyckman cafe

Charles,

We went through these issues with the economic development committ® last month (our operational plan was

unanimously approved by that committee) and are planning to speak to the parks committee next week. The thousand
seat issue came up at that meeting after we submitted our seating plans for the various areas. f remind you that it is

roughly 2.5 acres of land that will be used primarily for food and beverage service. The community was previously very

happy that we would be using the southern end of the property for food and beverage rather than as a boatyard, which

is only useful to a very small minority of the population. This allows us to host private events withüúi closing to the

public - the community board has always been very pleased with this concept Our plans have not substantially changes

from our initial presentation, except that we have slightly increased indoor seating at the expense of some outdoor

seating. However, to your point, that gross number has gotten a tot of play.

We have been working closely with the focal precinct to make sure that our plans impact the community to the

minimum extent possible. We have also been working with DOT to develop plans to make it easier for vehicular traffic

to clear out of the area. We met with DOT Manhattan Borough Commissioner Forgione two weeks ago on this issue

specifically. She had very good ideas for modifying the flow of traffic. The parking lot at the end of Dyckman street will

also mitigate this potential problem. We will have valet parking and will be providing car service to reduce the number

of vehicles.

I have spoken with many people in the community and in the board. I have also attended lots of their meetings. The

concert and noise issue is rarely if ever brought up any longer. Crowds, not noise, are the concern du jour, which we are

working on alleviating, But crowds inside the gates, rather than outside, is something the community (and the city)

should be happy about. The noise issue has moved up the street. We will certainly be less disturbing than what is going

on just west of Broadway.

We would be happy to have a sit down with Asst. Commisdoner Smith and Commissioner Castro to get them

comfortable with our program.

Jerald

On 3/29/2012 12:24 PM, Kloth, Charles wrote:

See story today in DNA. The 1000 seat maximum capacity has taken on a life of its own and is really

damaging what is a great project and should be a great story.

Borough Commissioner Bill Castro is very concerned about the issues raised at the CB meeting and

wants to know how we are planning to deal with the anticipated crowds. I informed him that the 1000
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seats was maximum capacity but, again, there is now the idea that you will be regularly having huge
crowds. We really need to nip this in the bud.

What is the realistic head count you anticipate on a regular basis, and how many customers can you
realistically serve at any one time based on your kitchen, etc?

What are your plans for controlling the crowde, i.e., valet parking, etc.?

We also need to make sure everyone realizes this is not going to be a concert venue like the previous
concession. Apparently misinfermatter, about amplified music was mentioned at the CB meeting. I
pointed out to Com. Castro that your license agreement specifically says: Licensee shall not have any
outdoor, amplified music without the Commissioner's prior written approval Concerts are strictly
prohibited at the Licensed Premises. All amplified music at the Licensed Premises must cease at 10 p.m.

DNA INFO: CB12 Votes to Recommend La Marina Liquor License

By Carla Zanoni

Despite growing community concern regarding a new 1,000-seat restaurant at the Dyckman Marina,
Cemrñüñity Board 12 has voted to recümmend the State Liquor Authority approve La Marina's liquor
license application.

After several minutes of debate the board voted 22 to 14 in favor with one abstention.

Residents said they were outraged that the city would allow a restaurant complex that large on Dyckman
Street, an area that has become well known for both its popular restaurants and quality of life problems.

Community members said they are worried about noise, traffic and a generally diminished quality of IIfe
on the Dyckman Street corridor, between Broadway and the Hudson River.

The restaurant - previously presented as a seasonal establishment - will be open all year.

"We are the community you should be protecting our
interests,"

Inwood resident Katie Weaver said.

"Allowing people to make millions of dollars at the expense of thousands of people here is
horrendous."

Owners of La Marina restaurant, which is part of the Manhattan River Group, did not attend Tuesday's

meeting but told community members earlier this month that the scale of the restaurant complex is in line
with other establishments of its kind.

"The commüñity wanted a place like this
"

Tenenbaum said during CB12's econornic development
committee meeting on March 7. "It is limited compared to other establishments like this."

By way of comparison, restaurants such as the River Café in Brooklyn can seat approximately 125 people

and the Hudson River Café in Harlem can seat 260 The 79th Street Boat Basin, which is also a Parks
Department concession, seats approximately 200 people in the seasonal space, Roseland Ballroom has
a seating capacity of 800-1,000 people and a dancing capacity of 3,500.

Although the community board voted to recommend the license application, the State Liquor Authority will

have a final say as the board serves only an advisory role.

you anticipate
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Josh Rosen

From: Josh Rosen <JoshR@Stellar-Alliance.com>
Sent Monday, May 14, 2012 10S4 AM
To: Famum, Chris
Subject FW: Dyckman Valet Parking

Hi Chris,
Hope you had a nice weekend. Too bad we weren't open alreadyl

We are trying to final our parking strategy, Can you let us know if we have been approved to use the parking lot for
valet parking as proposed?

Thanks,
Josh

From: Josh Rosen [mailto:JoshR@Stellar-Alliance.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2012 11:13 AM
To: 'Kloth, Charles*; 'Farnum,

Chris'

Cc: 'jerald.tenenbaum@gmall.com'

Subject: RE: Dyckman Valet Parking

Hi Charles and Chris,
Please advise if our request to use the full parking area in order to setup valet parking is approved, so we can start

planning our valet parking logistics.

Thank you,
Josh

From: Josh Rosen [majko;2oshR Stelkr Alliance.com]
Sent: Friday, March 30, 2012 12:49 PM

To: 'Kloth, Charles'; 'Famum,
Chris'

Ce:
'jerald.tenenbaum@gmail.com'

Subject: Dyckman Valet Parking

Dear Charles,

During your last visit, we discussed the advantage of allowing MRG access to the fulf Park's parking tot so cars can be

valet parked.

At the moment, the MRG concession has the Southern section of the parking space which allows for 11 cars to be

parked (see attached photo "Dyckman Parking
1" - view South). The Northern section of the lot is open to the public

and has 5 legal parking spots (see photo Dyckman Parking 2 - view West). if we can use the entire lot to valet park, we

will be able to fit an average of 55 cars in the lot ( 10 rows at 5-6 deep, depending upon size of cars). While the

community will lose 5 parking spots, there will be a net gain of 39 parking spots if we can use valet parking (55 versus

current 16).

We know there is concern about public access to the ball fields, but allawing for valet parking will significantly improve

public access as the extra 39 cars will not be using the public parking just East of the ball field. The community is very
concerned with traffic flow and congestion on Dyckman 5treet, and the addition of 39 extra parking spots through valet

parking will help significantly. As Jerald mentioned already, we have been working with DOT to address the community
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concerns about vehicular traffic, and met with DOT Manhattan Borough Commissioner Forgione two weeks ago at the

site, and she already has ideas on how to modify the flow of traffic.

Knowing parking is a community concern, we have also discussed this issue with Councilman Jackson when we visited

the site a few weeks ago, and he has given his support to the valet parking concept.

An additional point to consider is that the open parking tot is a magnet to weekend and late night parties, motorcycle

rallies, and incredibly loud car stereos that frequent the lot. The valet parking will control this and separate the car

stereo noise from the restaurant.

Please let us know if you need any additional information.

Best regards,
fosh
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LA MAR NA
Manhattan River Group, LLC

348 Dyckman Street
New York, NY 10034

info@Iamarinanye.com

July 2, 2012

VIA FAX AND E-MAIL

NYC Dept. of Parks & Recreation
Attn: Commissioner Castro
The Antenal - Central Park
830 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10021
Via Email: William.Castro@parksayc.gov

Rc: Dyckman Marina Concession - La Marina

Dear Commissioner Castro:

Thank you for visiting La Marina inst week. We hope Parks is as impressed with La Marina as we
are excited about what we have accompHshed. Without a doubt, our cóiicession will continue to be cited
as an exampic of how New York City Parklands can be developed with private money to genemie revenue
and create great spaces and job oppr s!Nea forCity residents. Certainly, there is no parkland in New
York City that can hoast such a profound Iransformation.

We are writing this letter at your request to summarize conversations taken phice over the Inst few
days regarding the operations of La Marina.

(1) As you discussed with Mr. Mateo, La Marina plans to host n "beach
party" with live en-

tertaimacal on 8:mdays ilwonghout the Sunmier. We plan to select a charity or local ccn y group to
receive a percentage of the proceeds from such events. This will fitrther Amonstrate our to
the cemmsMy that supports our business and strengthen aheady strong ties with ecsñürd:y leaders.
Please convey this notice to the Revenue division, per our License Agmemems, and any third parties fbr
whom this information would be useful. I Jve entertaiiamcid would conclude at 10:00 pm, per our contract
with Parks.

(2.) The parking and traDie situation along Dyckman street has been an area of concern

amoiigst local residents. Over the years, Manhattan River Group, LLC has engaged in discussions with

Parks, its consuhnnts and DOT to figure out how to minimize La Msina's impact on the community. It is
cIcar from all of these conversations that the area west of Dyckman street is not well atilized for parking.
Our proposal would reserve this area for La Marina aher 6 pm, 7 days a week. This would reduce avail-

able parking spots by fewer than a dozen while frecing up allcairac side spots in favor of Iccal residents.
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Manhattan RiverGroup, LLC
Commi Castro, NYC Parks

We believo that with proper planning, we can fit more than 50 cars in an area that currently accamadates
fewer than 20.

(3) Under pressure by certain mir.õrity membem of the Parks Committee of Manhattan Com-

munity Board 12, Parks unilatemlly restricted seating at La Marina to 500. This has significantly im-

pacted our opere!!cns for no good reason. Our liquor license was ripprarcd by
Cem-

ity Board (2 and
the SLA with seating totaling 1,000 spread across the entire 2.5 acre property and multiple zones. The ar-

bitrary reduction to 500 has imparired our ability to recoup our investment and provide the ovents and res-

taurant facilities lacking in the the local as==4y. We have thus requested that this arbitrary seating
limitsuun be lifted altogether.

We appreciate your continued interest in and support of u-ey-non River Group, LLC and La
Marian. La Marina will he a major success for Parks, the City of New York and all of us hivalved Thank

you in advance for your consideration.

Since

JeraU aba m
M. na River Group, LLC
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From: Femando Mateo <fernandoamateo@gmailcom>
Sent Wednesday, July 11, 2012 2:45 AM
To: betsy.smith@parks.nycgov; adriankenepe@parks.nycgov
cc: Josh Rosen; Jerald.tenenbaum@gmailcom; Kloth, Charles; Farnum, Chris; Han,

Alexander; Auerbach, Melissa (Melissa.Auerbach@parks.nyc.gov); Castro, William;
Hoppa, Jennifer

Subject Re: La Marina

Betsy,

I would like to address the unfounded accusations in your email

First, it was our understanding after numerous, fengthy conversations with Bill Castro that our

plans for regular Sunday events were allowed. These are private events featuring live

entertainment (NOT concerts), in all cases involving a community group / non-profit. Bill was

highly encouraging of this structure and told us to put our plans in writing so that he could

communicate them intemally with Parks. in our letter of July 2 which Bill already shared with

you, we specifically asked that these plans be communicated to Revenue and received

assurances that this was done. Bill was further invited to attend the event last Sunday. Please

be assured that we are not hiding anything or trying to pull a fast one.

As for valet parking, Jerald spoke with your people on this issue following our very first days

of operations. He assured you then that the valet parking company hired by MRG (we don't

make a dime from the arrangement) was not using the dead end on Dyckman Street for

parking cars. This continues to be the case. The valets park cars first in legal spaces around

Dyckman St., then in the sliver of parking lot that is part of the licensed premises, and then in

local garages. We regularly monitor their operations (daily) to ensure that they are not p
blocking traffic or using areas that we all know are off limits, despite the fact that we could

help resolve the parking and traffic problems in the area if we could use the full lot after 6 pm

for valet parking. Traffic continues to be a concern, but it appears that the local precinct has

figured out a way to keep this under control - though I add that Sunday traffic has and will

always be bad on Dyckman Street with or without La Marina. We monitored this traffic

problem every Sunday before we opened La Marina and witnessed the bumper-to-bumper

traffic first hand. The police are regularly in the area and are very happy with the parking

operation.
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Finally, we have not received any reports of noise complaints coming from La Marina. There
is more noise coming from car stereos and people with boom boxes coming out of the park
adjacent La Marina than you will ever have coming from La Marina. Each evening, Jerald and
Josh walk up Dyckman Street to make sure our music could not possibly be disturbing our
neighbors. On any given evening, no music is audible past the Southbound Henry Hudson

Parkway overpass. The loiterers in the dead end on Dyckman Street (still there) are an order
of magnitude louder than any music played through our speakers. in addition to our music

server, which plays almost exclusively lounge music, we have also had DJs and a Cuban
quartet providing background music, All of these are played through our sound system, which
is set with limiters to control the maximum volume any music can be played. The live
entertainment plays through the same system. As we discussed in our meeting, the speakers

have been arranged throughout the property in a way that does NOT disturb the local

community. Sound is directed towards the areas being serviced. Our audio consultant is

being featured in JBL's magazine to discuss the great job he did on our sound system.

We would like the arbitrary limit placed on our seating to be raised to the amount permitted by
law and approved by the Economic Development Committee of Manhattan CB 12, which is

1000. The 500-seat limit is not rational or based on anything in the RFP or our contract - it is

simply an arbitrary limitation, it does however require that people stand when they could be

seated comfortably and generating revenue for our business and the City. There is no reason

to limit our seating; we have already demonstrated that we can handle a large number of

guests (and their cars) without creating a disturbance in the community. Whether people sit or

stand should not be a concern for the City.

Finally, it would be great if Parks, and specifically Revenue, could work with us to foster this

business that will create more than 200 jobs in the local community but is also a source of

pride for residents of upper Manhattan. Since our opening, crime is down and the community

could not be happier about what we have built, despite the occasionally spotty service. The
34th precinct has not received any complaints about noise or disturbance. Commissioner

Benepe just this evening said to my partners and me that this is the nicest spot in New York

City to have a cocktail. We tend to agree.

We are not in breach of our contract and have gone through every hoop to make sure this

business was built properly, is respectful of the community and a source of pride for the Parks

department. It is unfair that most Parks concessions close after midnight weekdays and that

La Marina must close at 11pm. Most nights we turn away people from the community that

dine late, Hispanics in general dine after 10pm. Living in the heights should not be a reason

for us to close early. Understand that poor inner city people live in hot tenement buildings all

winter long and wait 9 months to enjoy the 3 months of summer outdoors. In Washington

Heights and Inwood it's the riverfront they wait for. If they can't enjoy the water front Marina

why did we build it?
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As for your accusations, we discussed the events with Bill Castro directly in advance, and he
assured us that our plans were communicated to Revenue and were reasonable and
acceptable. Please do not accuse us of breach of our contract. We value a good workrnanlike

relationship with the City of New York and its leadership and will never do anything to
jeopardize that.

Fernando Mateo

Partner

MRG

on Tue, .Iul 10, 2012 at 7:28 PM, Smith, Betsy <B_ets_y ar_kglycJo_y> wrote:

Gentlemen:

It is a understatement to say that it appears that you are in breach of your Ucense Agreement with Parks.

I have seen advertisement for concerts, which are strictlyand clearly forbidden in the agreement, and have already
received numerous complaints of loud amplified music which again is expressly forbidden without

Parks'
written

approval, a reminder for which I gave you in person on site. Your disregard of these restrictions, which were discussed

at length in a meeting with Comm ssioner Benepe earlier this year and with me last week, as well as your expansive use

of non licensed premises for valet parking, in disregard of the discussion we had on site, leaves me in serious doubt that

you intend to comply with the terms of your agreement, much less work cooperatively with the Agency on operational

issues.

You will receive tomorrow a more formal notice which will remind you of the terms of your Ucense Agreement and

articulate the repercussions of your failure to comply, which incf ude possible termination of the Agreement.

Assistant Commscioner Revenue & Marketmg
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7124/2018 Morrison-Tanonbaum,PLLCMaH-Response10correspondence

Jerald Teñêñbaüm<jorald@m-t4aw.com>

Response to correspondence
3 messages

Smith, Betsy <Betsy.8milb@pa±s.nyc.gov> Mon, Jul 16, 2012 at 4:20 PM
To: femandcamatco@gmail.com, jerald.tenenbaum@gmall.com I
Cc: "Benepe, A"<A.Benepe@parts nye.gov>, "Kloth, Charlas"<CharlesjGoth@parks.nye.gov>, "Castro,

William"

<William.Castrc@parks.nyc.gov>,"Hoppa, Jennifer"<Jennifer.Hoppa@parks.nyc.gov>, "Smith, Naneffe"
<NSm!!h@dlyhallnyc.gov>

Byemallf hard copyhy mail.

July 16, 2012

Mr Jerald Tenenbaum

Mr. Fernando Mateo

Manhattan River Group c/o VFLP

120 West 58th Stret,Suite 3D

New York, NY 10019

Dear Jerald and Fernando:

Commissioner Castro forwarded to me Jerald's letter dated July 2, 2012 regarding the operation of La

Marina, and subseqü4 I received a response to an email that I had send to Fernando regarding a number
of the same issues. For clarity and ease of cem-"±ation, I intend this letter to respond to both pieces of
correspondence.

We are very pleased that the restaurant is now open. The building is very attractive and makes the most of

the spectacisir setting, We agree that this new rewam=t wili be a welcome and popular addition to the

neighborhood. With regard to its operations, however, we seem to be looldng at a few key issues in very
different ways. The purpose of this letter is to identify diose issues and to suggest ways we can work

together more effectively.

It is important to remember that the terms of the RFP for the Dyckman cafe were written in elose and

extensive cooperation with the local cor==ity and their desires for that site. As a result, the License

Agreement that you signed incorporated those parameters. That you wanted to change those parameters,
prior even to the formal opening of the site, was the cause of the contention last week. Just to be clear, we

do not have, legally or administratively, the flexibility to simply ignore the terms of any contract, especially

hitpr//mail.google.comimallful0l?ulm2&lk=21bc985fitalsvar=FNo3PNISPMLense =gmaiUe_180711AA_pa&viewnptaq=belay.smith¾40parks.nyc.g.- 1/4
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GD
7124/2018 Monison-Tenanbaum. PLLC Malf - Response to correspondence

one that has been the subject of a Franchise and Concession Review Committee hearing, and approved as to
fann by the City's Corporation Counsel. Therefore, we have to take compliance Ariamly.

Let me take the issues one by one and propose a way forward:

Beach parties/concerts/amplified nasic

Jerald has requested permission to hold "bcach parties" with live entertainment on Sundays throughout the
sunner, Fernando has suggested that these are not concerts. We feel that ticketed, or even non-ticketed,
events that are promoted, with specific talent, and live amplified music are indeed concerts, and are what the

community had specifically objected to. For that reason, section 10.18 of your License Agreement states
that "concerts are strictly prohibited at the Licensed Premises." That section goes further to say that all
amplified music must cease at 10:00PM (this is an EPA/PD regulation, not a Parks rule) and that in any event
the use of any outdoor amplified music - whether it is live or prerecorded - requires the prior written

approval of Parks. For these reasons Parks cannot grant blanket permission for these events. But you could

certainly apply for a Special Event permit for those events, and we would be happy to consider them on an
iñdMdüã! basis. As the restaurant develops a pattern and reputation, we could be increasingly flexible and
secommodating. Should you want a more immediate, blanket approval of concerts and live amplified music

events in general, we would be happy to facilitate a meeting with the Conununity Board. If they are open to

fewer restrictions on this issue, we would be as well.

That same section of your Agreement allows for "musical programming or other type of entertainment

provided solely to enhance the atmosphere of the café (that is not amplified)."
So, if you want to amend this

and have low, amplified background music, which we agree would enhance the almosphere and be a nice

amenity, you need only to request this in writing, as I explained at my recent visit. In the meantime this

letter will serve as your permission to bave this kind of music until we receive your written request which we

hope to receive soon.

Closing hours

The stated closing hours of I I PM. on Sundays through Wed-fays and 12:30 AM on Thursdays, Fridays

and Saturdays were included in the Dyckman café RFP and subsequently in MRG's license agreement as a

direct result of our dialogue with CBI2. Parks will agree to extend the weekday hours to match the weekend

closing times for a trial over this summer. If there are no issues with the comnmnity or CB 12 we will

consider amcading MRGs license agreement to make this a permanent change. Bowever, we cannot extend

the closing hours for any day of the week past 12:30AM. The park closes at 1AM and we cannot make an

exception which would set an una anageable precedent across many nighttime issues in parks.

Valet parking

Mfpwth a anfyfQ/†uþ2gk×2fbC685ff 1&þver= FNQ3PNISPMI.on Echi= gmailje 18071734 vievFpt&q±be(sy.smith%40parks.nyc.g... 2/4
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7/24 2018 Morsicon-Tenenbaum. PtlC MaU Rosponso to correspondenca

We agree that traffic and parking is a major concern. We will allow Manhattan River Group (MRG) the use
of the non-licensed premises section of the parking area for valet parking after 6 PM. with certain
restrictions: the fire lane must be kept open and space must be kept open for vehicles to load and unload
watercraft at the gate leading to the beach. We will reach out to the Department of Transportation regarding
changing the current signage.

A nproved number of seats

The 500 seat number that Parks approved is not arbitrary; the number is based on the seating plan included in
your proposal, which indicates that the seating capacity at the main café area (referred to as Costera in your

propnael) would be 275 and seating capacity at the southern end of the licenses premises (referred to as 315

in your proposal) would be 50, We ean revisit additional seating over 500 at a later date after the restaurant

has been in operation for a year. However, I would also remind you that we expect a fully functioning marina

to be in operation on the shared licensed premises in 2013, and that the seating must take into account access

and egress for marina patrons.

I hope this letter addresses your coneems and provides practical suggestions for their resolution. We

appreciate your persistence and hard work in getting La Marina open this season. We look forward to a long
and productive partnership in providing northern Manhanan with a wonderful new amenity.

Sincerely,

Betsy

Elizahath W. Smith

Assistant Commissioner, Revenue & Marketing

T212260.1366

F 212260.3434

E Botay.Smitih@parks.nyc.gov

NYe Parks

The Arsenal, Central Pam

830 Flith Avenue. Room 407

New York,NY 10065

nyc.govlparks I Folfav Parks on: Facebook ( Twitter| foursquare { YouTube | Flic8r| Broadcastr

httpa2/mall.google.coah'maw /?uiz*28lkS283c605fH&jsveraFNQ3PNISPMI.on,achl=gmail_fe_180717.14_p6&view=pt&q=betsy.smith%40parks.nyc,g .. 3/4
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7/24/2018 Marrison-Tenonbaurn, PLLC Mall - Rasponsa (o correspondence

Jerald Ter±±±= <Jerald1âñóñLéüm@ümall.com> Man, Jul 16, 2012 at 6:08 PM
Reply-To: ]erald,tenonbaum@gmaII,com
To: "Smith,

Betsy" <Betsy.8mith@parks.nyc.gov>
Co: (Grñä=&==atan@gmall.com "Benepe,

A"
<A.Beñcps@parks.nyc.gov>, "Kloth,

Charles"
!

<charles.K!oth@pets.nyo.gov> "Castro,
William*

<William.Castro@parks.nyc.gov>, "Hoppa,
Jennifer"

<Jennifer.Hoppa@parks,nyc.gov>, "Smith,
Nanette" <NSmith@cityhalinyo.gov>

Dear Betsy

Thank you for your response. We took forward to seeing you an on Wed= .1 -y for our Grand Opening.

JePald Tenenbaum
(212) G20 0938 0
(917) 498 777 2 M

(QuMedtaxi hhinn)

Smith, Betsy <Betny Amah@parks.nyc.gov> Fri, Jul 20, 2012 at 4:55 PM
To: jerakf.tenenbaum@gmall.com
Co: feman amateo@gmall.com, "Benepe,

A"
<A.Benepe@parks,nyc.gov>, "Kloth,

Charles"

<Charlea.Kloth@parks.nyc.gov>, "Castro,
Wilcam"

<William.Castro@parks.nyc.gov>, "Hoppa,
Jennifer"

<Jennifer,Hoppa@parks.nyc.gov>, "Smith,
Nanette" <NSmith@cityhall,nyc.gov>

Hi Jerald:

The place looked great the other dayl Congratulations.

Jerald, I would sppreciate your answering my email below, to ackacwisdge or comment on the proposals I made,
especially vdth regard to any planned concerts which will require a special events pemlit from this office. Please contact
me If you have any questions.

Thanks

Betsy

From: Jerald Tenenbaum [malltn:jerald.tenonoau...anomeom]
Serat: Monday, July 16, 2012 6:09 PM
To: Smith, Betsy
Cc: femandcaniâtGo@gmall.com; Benepe, A; Kloth, Charles; Castro, William; Hoppa, Jennifer; Smith, Nanette

Subject: Re: Response to correspondence

{Quotedtaxlhidden

. !

https:/imaG.google.com/maJitu/0/7ui=2&lka2roc665018jsveraFNQ3PNISPMLon.&cbf gmall_fo-180717.14_p6&view=pt&q=betsy.smilh%40parks.nyc.g,.. 4/4
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Josh Rosen

n RG

--- Forwarded message

From: JTenenbaum <jerald.tenenbaum@gmail.com>

Date: Sun, Jul 22, 2012 at 2:29 AM
Subject: Response to correspondence - MRG

To: "Smith,
Betsy" <Betsy.Smith@parks.nyc.nov>

Cc: fernandornateo@gmatLcom

Via E-Mail

To: Assistant Commissioner Betsy Smith

New York City Dept. of Parks and Recreation

Date: July 21, 2012

First of all, thank you for seriously considering our requests. We are fully committed to corndying with the rules of the

City of New York and Parks regulations as well as our contract. Please see our responses below, sorted by general

heading:

Hours of Operation, We appreciate Revenue's temporary approval of our requested operating hours. We are confident

that the community will not be negatively impacted by a 12:30 closing time. MRG is in active camïñüAation with

members of the Manhattan CB12 Parks Commatee who now (at least privately) acknowledge that the impact is much

less than they anticipated. Please let us know if Parks receives complaints related to the hours of operation so we can

figure out a way to address any such Issues without delay.

Live Acts. Per your proposal, we will be requesting a Special Event Permits for each of the following Sundays (weather

permitting):

1) Sunday, July 22

2) Sunday, July 29

3) Sunday, August S

4) Sunday, August 12

S) Sunday, August 19

6) Sunday, August 26

7) Sunday, September 2

On the Monday prior to each Sunday event that will include live musical acts, we will request a Special Event Permit via

e-mail. Please let us know, first if that is sufficient time to issue permits, and second, exactly what information we need

to provide in order for our request to be considered and to whom our request should be addressed. 1can tell you that

for the event scheduled for Sunday, July 22, we will be hosting a benefit that includes live music at the southern end of

the Concession (formerly, the boat yard). We have hired private security and will be serving food and alcohol in

accordance with our license. We have also notified the local precinct. The July 22 act will be taking place between 7 pm

1
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and 10 pm. Live acts will always cease at or before 10 pm in all cases, as required by law.

Music. Please consider this letter our formal request for permission to play background music to enhance the
atmosphere of our cutdeer cafe and lounge. We will continue to monitor the volüme to ensure that decibel levels
outside the concession do not disturb the public or exceed what is permitted by faw. As we noted in our previous

correspondence, we take nightly walks around the neighborhood, including to the top of Staff Street (the nearest
residential büildirigs) to make sure that our music is not disturbing anyone. I assure you that any music we play is not

disturbing - or even audible - to even the nearest residential buildings, which are quite a distance away from the
concession and separated by the West Side liighway and Amtrak. Both throw of much more noise than we are capable
of producing.

Valet Parking. Thank you for expediting the decision regarding our use of the dead end of Dyckman Street As you know,
this dead end has been a blight in the community for years. It is the "wild west", where parking rules are ignored and
illegal conduct is rampant when we first began to discuss MRG's use of the dead end for nighttime parking a couple of
years ago, we assured you that granting us temporary parking rights would alleviate a lot of the probierns that the focal

commüdty has complained about. We also proposed that our use of the lot for valet parking would increase available

parking in the area by concentrating La Marina parking at the end of Dyckman Street Instead of throughout the

neighborhood. Each of these theories has now been verified. it is imperative that DOT make the necessary changes to

signs in the area and properly mark out the fire lane so that those areas remain clear, as we have no way to control

vehicles that the valet service does not park. This very evening, the entire fire lane and beach access was blocked by
vehicles that were parked all day (not our customers). Please let us know what we can do to help expedite the process

of signage and enforcement.

Seating. Clearly, MRG's original proposal, drafted years ago, was not a template for our architectural or seating plans. it

was simply a concept drawing lacking, essential details such as egress and access plans; and the proposed layout was

void of any operational perspective. It does not make sense to limit seating based on a high level design plan that was

merely preliminarú incomplete and never executed. Our current design, in contrast, can easily accommodate 1,000

seats without limiting marina access or creating any sort of egress problems. Furthermore, I remind you that the

Economic Development Committee of Manhattan CB12, and the fuli board, voted to approve our liquor license with the

1,000 seat plan without any seating stipulations. We thus respectfully request that you please reconsider this restriction.

At the very least, allow us to increase seating gradually so that any impact on the community would be blunted. This will

allow us to step back to the prior threshold if things seem to be getting out of hand due to excess seating capacity.

Thank you once again for taking the time to consider these serious operational issues. We are extremely excited by the

everwhelming positive response we have received from across the commüñity and look forward to working closely with

Parks to continue developing this parcel towards its full potential Apologies again for our delay in responding.

Sincerely,

Jerald Tenenbaum

Manhattan River Group, LLC

On Mon, Jul 16, 2012 at 4:20 PM, Smith, Betsy <Betsy.SmithsDearks.nycaov> wrote:

By email/ hard copy by maiL

July 16, 2012
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EXHIBIT F
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Josh Rosen

From: Josh Rosen <JoshR@5tellar-Alliance.com>
Sent Thursday, July 26, 2012 4:06 PM
To: Han, Alexander
Subject RE· Valet parking issue

Hi Alex,
Thank you very much, and we are watching this carefully and looking for ways to improve the system.

The cengestics last Sunday was worse than normal (it is usually pretty bad on weekends) due to a shooting up the block
(nothing to do with La Marina!), which completely closed down traffic in the area.

We ap preciate the follow up with DOT on the signage.

Hope to see you up at La Marina again soon.

Best regards,
Josh

From: Han, Alexander [mailto:Alexander.Han@parks.nyc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, July 26, 2012 3:48 PM
To: JoshR@Stellar-Alliance.com
Ce: jerald.tarreabaum@gmaiLcom; femandematœ@gmail.com
Subject: Re: Valet parking issue

Thanks for the quick response Josh. The reason for my email was to follow up on some complaints we received re:

ancesdon. in part due to the valet teavmg cars on the roadway . Th pu tures i sem to you seem to supper th ms
Uut cars are m fact parked on the roadway, #WNf74RO hisghareenM shegreen ght to &i tWWWiéam twawW
awe congest, cenj haw m objecdonsJt doesn‡explanwnpanarepwgz s5wait adiaem to the Fuks

I'm happy to follow up on the DOT signage request for you.

Alex

From: Josh Rosen imalito:JoshRGSteLar-Alllâ0Ce.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 26, 2012 03:27 PM

To: Han, Alexander

Ce: jerakl.tenenbaum@amail.com <jerald.tenec_bau_m gmaij2Cpm>;
'fernando' <fgroang!oamateo©amailcom>

Subject: RE: Valet parking issue

Hi Alex,
The line of cars on the roadway is the line for the cars that arrive and need to be valet parked, or are being picked

up. Fo the cars underellahghwayk)Us our understanding f romthe valatmmnmly that th34* Precinct approved the

use âf dit bylace be se Will tÈÁÈŸh les agoidwittithe Precinet erreÈv

1
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The valet enmpany and Fernando have been working closely with the 34* Precinct to ensure the system is working
well I know Inspector Buzzetti has been inspecting the service, including last Sunday, and we believe there are no

concerns from his side. The placement of the cars entering and leaving was specifically approved by the Precinct, and
we have been keeping the fire/access lane open.

if tiÈNiketi1Éatedt frfwiÖ½%s/pidatehtffkribv's and pérfiapswe a6 irrangeo ingeling with,ourtaletcof@any,
qtf¿~fijQQri#16EŸÄMháÈûi i#da#sgrÃgdà the systeer The goal is to ensure the system works efficiently and quickly

so we do not hold up traffic on Dyckrnan Street, where traffic has always been a significant problem.

We are also requesting another meeting with DOT to follow up the meeting a few months ago with DOT Manhattan

Borough Commissioner Forgione, who had very good ideas for modifying the flow of traffic and parking for the area.

Per Betsy Smith's July
16*

letter, Parks was going to reach out to DOT directly to change the signage at the parking fot

area to no parking after 6:00 p.m. Please advise update as we still have a problem with public parking after 6:00in the

lot, which then impacts our ability to use the space efficiently for valet parking.

Thank you,
Josh Rosen

From: Han, Alexander [malito:Alexander.HanfaparkLnvc.aav]
Sent Wednesday, July 25, 2012 12:12 PM

To: Josh Rosen
Subjech RE: Valet parking issue

My emaH below should have stated that the valets are parking cars on sidewalks and roadways adjacent to the

restaurant.

From: Han, Alexander

Sent: Wednesday, July 25, 2012 12:06 PM

To: 'Josh
Rosen'

Subject Valet parking issue

Hi Josh,

I want to make sure you are aware of an additional issue that youshould clarify with your valet service. They are

parking cars on sidewalks adjacent to the restaurant. The attached pictures were taken on Sunday, July
22"' Not sure

this can be attributed to other park visitors since the cars are blocking each other in as valets tend to do.

Thanks,
Alex

Sen or Prcject Manager

212.350 3452
917 849.6628
alggArffer han@catRs.nycapy

NYC Parks
Thu jusenal Central Park
830 Fifth Avenue. Room 407
New Yoik. NY 10085
ayc gowpains

Follow Parks an: Facebook I Twiiicq ioursquare | FHekr j YouTets [ 8toadcastr
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Josh Rosen

From: Goldberg, Melissa (Parks) <me!isse.go dberg@parks.nyc.gov>

Sent Tuesday, September 3, 2013 1:15 PM

To: Josh Rosen;
'JTenenbaum'

Ce: Cerron, David (Parks)
Subject Memo

Attarkmen*s: Internal controls mtg memo La Marina DC.pdf

Importance: High

Josh & Jerald,

Attached please a memo that outlines last Friday's meeting and the deadlines we established for improving internal

controls. Please get back to me about my proposed 10:30am time for a conference call next Monday, 9/9.

Thanks,
Melissa

Diistor of Goncessions Cornphance

212 360.3406
9Vl 849.6624
mejissa go!dberg@pan:9 nyC gG9

NYC Parks
The Ameral.. Cenkal Park
830 Fifm.Awenue, Room 407
New York. NY 100S5
nye govsparks

Fo!tow Parks on: Fat cooex Twider I cursquate | Fuck: { YouTube I Broadcastr
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21236a f306 netsy smime parkswymm c¡tyotg yAssistantComm!ssøner 9 rt;Nnun Partm&Recreatfon
Revenue&Madedng

EbeArwetud
Cenua!u

NYC Parks NewYANY10005

Memo to File

Re: Internal controls meeting with La Marina, M28-8B

Date: September 3, 2013

From: Melissa Goldberg

On Friday, August 30, 2013, David Cerron and I met with Josh Rosen and Jerald Tcnenbaum of
Manhattan River Group, LLC (MRG), the operator of a restaurant and lounge at the Dyckman
Marina in Manhattan.

This meeting was meant to address a number of Parks Revenue concerns regarding the lack of
appropriate internal controls at the liceñsed premises. It had been noted that there are a
number of entities generating revenue at the licensed premises that lack formal contracts with

MRG, are not paying MRG any revenue, and are not properly accounting for the revenue
generated. At this meeting, MRG agreed to:

1. Submit copies of insurance certificates and their affiliated, signed broker certificates for
all entities doing business at La Marina, including but not limited to Pacha, JPC

Entertainment, and the company providing the valet service no later than COB Friday,
9/6/13

2. Incorporate all hshh revenue into La Marina's POS system no later than COB Monday,
9/16/13

3. Submit drafts of sublicense agreements for hookah service, photography service and
valet parldng by Friday, 9/6/13

4. Review
"Freshbooks"

software to confirm whether it can generate sequentially pre-

numbered contracts for all special/corporate events. Review ticketed events to
determine how all ticket sales (online and through other methods) can be accurately
reported in gross receipts. We will discuss MRG's findings in a conference call on

Monday, 9/9/13.
5, Submit a copy of La Marina's memo (signed by all principals) formally notifying staff

that charging admission to the facility is prohibited.

At this meeting, we also discussed the following:
1. All special events (corporate/eatered) must be documented via a sequentially

prenumbered contract, signed and dated by both parties.

2. All deposits must be reported at the time they are made, i.e. cash basis.

3. MRG should use the sample sublicense provided by Parks as the basis for sublicenses;
Parks will not deviate far from this template, so limited edits should be made.
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Assist;1nt Cominissioner
novenue a Mainet:ng

C Pa as www.nycew parks

4. The sequentially preñürabered contracts for events should be reconciled with the google
calendar used to track events.

5, MRG will estimate a set number of parking spots allocated on parkland for the valet

parking, and from this estimate, a monthly flat fee will be set for the valet parking
company to pay MRG.
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EXHIBIT J
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Josh Rosen
.......... .......

From: Femando Mateo <femandoamateo@gmail.com>
Sent Thursday, May 2, 2013 6:56 PM
To: v.white@parks.nyc.gov

Cc: Josh Rosen

Subject Fwd: La Marina
Attachments. La Marina operations (959 KB)

Dear Commissioner White,

We are hoping to have a chance to meet with you tomorrow anytime, if possible. There is a sense of urgency on our

part, and I wanted to discuss with you first as you requested when we met last.

We met with Commissioner Castro several weeks ago, and laid out our operating plan for our Sunday Benefit Series this

summer, As Bill handles the permits for this event, it is our understanding that this was the correct channel of

communication. After reviewing in detail the reasoning and strategy behind our proposal, Bill not only approved but

firmly agreed it was a smart approach.

Today we received an e-mail from Melissa Goldberg, Director of Concession Compliance, presenting a very different

operating plan from what was proposed and accepted by Bill. Needless to say, we are quite surprised, and the plan

presented will not work operationally.

We would like to meet with you along with Commissioner's Smith and Castro to discuss our proposal before replying to

Melissa Goldberg directly.

We have been würking extremely hard all winter to repair La Marina to pre-Sandy condition, and we believe you will be

impressed to see the improvements from your last visit.

I can be reached by e-mail or on my mobile, 917-295-2218

Sincerely,

Fernando Mateo & Josh Rosen

1
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Josh Rosen

From: Goldberg, Melissa <melissa.goldberg@parks.nyc.gov>
Sent Thursday, May 2, 2013 4:44 PM
To: Josh Rosen
cc: Castro, William; Hoppa, Jennifer, Kloth, Charles; Grove, Nate; Smith, Betsy; Macari, Tony
Subject La Marina operations
Attachments- Dyckman Usage Map.pdf

importance: High

Dear Josh,

Commissioner Castro and Commissioner Smith asked me to follow up with you on a number of issues that were
discussed last October re: operations at La Marina.

As we discussed at our compliance meeting and in follow up emails, all changes to menu items and prices must be

formally requested and approved. Please submit a formal request on letterhead regarding all fees and services at La

Marina; as stipulated in the October 18, 2012 letter from Charles Kloth, as of now, hookah service and bottle fees are
not approved. We have discussed these servíces internally, but need a formal request before making a decision. We will

get back to you as soon as possible once we have the formal request, as we know you are anxious to know what can and

cannot be provided at the restaurant this season. You can address this formal request to Betsy, and send the letter via

email in PDF form if you would fike to speed up the process.

Further, Commissioner Castro discussed with us your request for the 5unday concert series, including your hope to close

the restaurant and marina at 3 p.m. in order to hold the concerts as private events. We concluded that a better plan for

this year is to permit ticketed events ONE Sunday and ONE Thursday EACH month. During these events, the snack bar

and marina must remain open. in other words, only the restaurant can be closed to the public on these two days each

month, and the re:=ining licensed premises must remain open for the general public. The attached map details which

parts of the licensed premises need to remain open to the public during these events.

Lastly, I understand that marina operations, including sailboat activities, are scheduled to begin in May, and that some of

these operations will be sublicensed. Please be reminded that Parks needs to review and approve any and all

sublicensed activities, as well as the prices and services that will be previded at the marina. We should meet A5AP to

review all of the operations and ensure that you are in compliance with your agreement. Please let me know when you

might have some time next Monday or Wednesday to meet with me, David Cerron, and Nate Grove.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Best,
Melissa

Dkêctor of Concessions Comphance

2 12.300 3406
9R849.6624

. mema.ge!®sg@psksayc.gov

NYC Parks
The Amshat Celtral Pak
830 Edh Avenue. recom 407
New YOiK NY 100SS
nyc gov pwks
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Ellrahath W.Smith T211360.1366 E betsy.smith@parks,ayo,gov Cityof NewYork
AssistantContmlesioner F 212.3602434 Parks& Recreation
Revenue&Marketing

TheArsenal
Central Park
NewYork,NY 10Ce5

NYC Parks www.nya.gowparks

August 14, 2013

Jerald M. Tenenbaum, Esq.
Josh Rosen
Fernando Mateo
Manhattan River Group
c/o Mordson-Tenenbaum, PLLC
87 Walker Street, FIr. a

NewYork, NY tools

Re: License Agreement between the New York City Department of Parks and Recreation
("Parks") and Manhattan River Oroup, LLC ("MRG") for the wrstraction, apcratisa and
maintenance of a fuH-service restaurant and a lounge at the Dyckman Marina in
Manhattan (License Agreement # MaB-SB)

Dear Josh,

First of all I want to thank you for your willingness to come in and discuss the situation at La

Marina; these are serious issues which are better reviewed in person.

We completely understand your desire to eapitalize on the early popularity of La Marina; it is a
vibrant and indfid redn=1t and it is a dramaticimprovement from its previous incarrastion.

Indeed, we are very proud of what your team has accomplialmd there. However, as you know
from our telephone discussions and our meeting on July 24, 2013, there is a difference between
what ean happen on private property versus what can happen on a piece of publie pmperty that
has been part of a publicedMt"*Lm for a park facility. As stewards of public parkland, we are
under an obligation to have accessible and appropriate facilities that refleet the noods and
desires of the residential community whose input figured so prominently in our solicitation.

Moreover, there is the issue of your obligation to comply with the tenns and conditions of your

Agreement, which is based specifically on what the co==ñRy board requested and what you
agreed to provide back in 2009.

We note below where we can make some accommodations and where we need changes. Ihave
grouped the issues as follows:

Amplified music and concerts:
• We know this is the key point of contention, of all the issues in this letter. While we

aclmowledge that there is a demand for this kind ofentertainment, the fact is that
concerts and amplified music after 10:oopm are spaif½lly prohibit~! in your contract.

Indeed, the RFP specifically noted this prohibition. Subject to our approval, you may
propose special evenis in the beach area which, if approved by Parks, will receive special
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event permits. blotwithsi anding our üMkwãL however, any outdoor amrdified music at
these special events nwstead by mpm which in addition to being a.condition In vour
License Agreement is also a City. not a Parks ordinanceJou should receiviut sound
pernet from the New_Y_otiCitylAss_DepJartment(NYPj& whlch 183MiÈ1kD92u1L10E
these.events,

Internal Controls / Sublicensed Activity
• Thank you for taking steps to disclose and account for the antount of revenue generated

on site that is not collected by MRG. I have asked Melissa to schedule a meeting
immediately dedicated to the need to formalize all business relationships that impact the
site. As you now umlerstand, there needs to be in place agreements hetween MRG and
the various entities generating revenue at La Marina, including but not limited to J PC
Entertainment and Pasha. Thank you for agreeing to change your processes here.

Bottle service
• MRG cannot require the purchase of any bottle in order to reserve a table anywhere on

the Licensed Premises; access to all parts of the Licensed Premisee must be maintairwl

for all patrons of the restaurant or bar areas.
* We will naree to vourlemest of a limit of $6oo per bottle for hard liquor and wine,
• Please submit a complete price list of cha mpagne for our approval.

Capacity
• MRG must ensure that the mtmber of visitors on the Licensed Premises at any given time

is limited to whatis permitted by your Place of Assembly (PA) permit. You should have
measures in place to track customers to comply with the PA perinit.

Maintenance and sanitation
• Just as a reminder, MRG, not the NYC Department of Sanitation, is responsible for

collecting, bagging, and removing all waste, garbage, refuse, rubbish, and litter which
collect upon the Licensed Premises and within fifty (50) feet of the entrances to the
Licensed Premises.

The stage on the beach
• As I am sure you know, the NYC Department of Buildings (DOB) requires work permits

for stages that meet certain criteria. Please confirm that you have any necessary DOB
permits and submit copies along wit1uTrlisions for the special events permits.

Marina operations
• As we have noted before, the marina's Licensed Premises must be used for marina

purposes.
* Please refer to your own proposal for the use of the Quonset hut and water access.

The furniture in the Beach Area
• As we discussed, we do not feel that beds on the beach area are appropriate on parkland;

we think lonage chairs would be more appropriate. Thanks for agreeing to make
different arrangements for beach furniture for next year,

Modification to the agreement
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• Parks has yet to receive a signed copy of our May 13, 2013 letter modifying the
commcñcament and termination date, as well as clarifications on the license fees.

• Please sign and submit this letter immediately,

Josh, we understand that you, like all of our concessionaires, need to be financially successful
We are confident that La Marina can follow the parameters set forth in this letter and still he
successful because we have many restaurants, such as the 795 Street Boat Basin, the Boat House
in Central Park, and Battery Wave in Lower Manhattan to name a few, that have been hugely
popular as well as remarkably remunerative for their operators without having the night elub
activities that are characterizing La Marina. At the core, you have a wonderful restaurant and
casual lounge with spectacular views, a concept that can easily balance the needs of the City, the

locakesideñts, and the community at large. It is clear that many neighharhnad residents and
New Yorkers from all five boroughs are thrilled to have a much improved waterfront dining
facility. But La Marina's evolving into a late night nightclub and concert venue is neither
acceptable given the original solicitation, nor appropriate given that it is a Parks concession on
public property.

You and I discussed the events booked in the next two months, and we appreciate your
willingness to cancel the Wednesday concerts and-to tone down the other events. ‰t must
also apply to the events over the weeland including the still- sched uled concerts on Sunday. We
continue to believe, Josh, that you can have festive, popular music events in the beach area that
will attract many people even if they end by to:oo p.m. We understand that this may necessitate
a change in the marketing of the events and the profile of attendees, but, that may be the only
way to-effect the changes we need to see.

We have reviewed this letter with the Commissioner and we hope that you can understand our
need to see changes at La Marina. It is a wonderful restaurant; we just need it to be more in line
with what we solicited and what you originally proposed and agreed to provide.

Thank you.

Ce: Commissioner White
Fernando Mateo
Josh Rosen
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